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PREFACE
This booklet is for parents and educators of people who have developmental

disabilities and serious behavior problems. It outlines a problem-solving process to
develop nonaversive (positive) ways to address serious behavior problems at home,
schdol, and in the community. ALhough it can be used as a resource packet for parents
or educators to use on their own, the approach will be most effective when parents,
educators, and other people who know the person well work together to develop and
use a plan.

Throughout the booklet we show hcw the problem-solving process might work
by using examples and sample worksheets that have been filled out. Blank worksheets
are induded at the end for you to ropy and use to develop a plan for posiEve behavior
change.
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INTRODUCTION
In the past many children with severe disabilities were "out of sight and out of

mind." They were frequently removed from their families, schools, and communities
and placed in institutions and separate schools. Today, many of these children continue
to live at home with their families and attend schools in their communities where their
behavior prob!erns are more visible. Some children with developmental disabilities and
s_vere Vehavior problems behave in ways that can be very difficult for parent., brothers
and sisters, and educators to deal with. A very small number of children may hurt
others by hitting, kicking, scratching, biting, and/or spitting. Others may hurt them-
selves by banging their heads, hitting themselves, or tearing at their body, face or eyes.
Finally, some children are challenging because they frequently destroy property, refuse
to cooperate with requests, or scream and tantrum.

One approach to treating these challenging behavior problems that has been talked
about a lot recently is punishment, particularly aversive treatment, or methods that
inflict physical pain or emotional distress upon people. In many programs across the
nation, children have had lemon juice squirted in their mouth, been slapped, pinched,
sat upon, locked up in small rooms or boxcs, been excluded from school for long peri-
ods of time, and even been been ,ubjected to electric shock in an effort to change their
behavior. These pratices have been reported in professional journals and even recom-
mended to parents as ways te deal with their children. More commonly, "less" aversive
methods such as physical restraint, time-out rooms, overcorrection, and exdusion from
school have been used to try to change children's problem behaviors. These methods
are often used as the "first step," before resorting to other "more" aversive methods.

1/4..

In their struggle to help these children, parents, educators, and
researches= have begun to ask some important questions:

Why do some children with,divelopmental disabilities sometimes behave in
ways that we-find, very difficult to handle?

Do some children have behavior problems that are so serious that
punishment even aversive treatments that inflict.physical pahl
emotional distress must be usedto stcp these behaViors?

If we choose not to punish, how do we respond to behaviors that We finchiery
disturbing or even dangerous?

3
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As parents, educators, and friends of persons with severe disabilities and chal-
lenging behavior, we do have to respond to stop or change some behavior. We don't
want people to hur themselves or others, or to be so =cooperative that they are very
difficult to teach or live with. However, there are alternatives to punishment as ways of
stopping very serious behavior problems.

The approach described in this booklet is based on the belief that the methods we
use to deal with the behavior problems of persons with disabilities should not only be

effective, out must meet other standards as well. Our approach uses problem-solving
strategies that are: gentle, preventative, normal, educational, individua1i7pd, and ongo-

ing.

STANDARDS FOR STRATEGIES TO DEAL WITH
CHALLENGING BEHAVIORS

1. Gentle

2. Preventative

3. Normal

4. Educational

We believe that behavior change programs should not cause
physical pain or emotional distress to the person or others.

We focus on avoiding situations that lead to failure and helping
people do things successfully.

We should choose methods that are as normal as possible so
that we can help people be seen as more like than different
from others.

People with serious behavior problems often need to learn to
communicate and interact with others, to develop sel control,
and to use their time in positive ways. They also need opportu-
nities to practice these new skills in their daily lives. Our ap-
proach focuses on teaching new skills, not just controlling
behavior.

5. individualized All individuals are different! Our approach emphasizes
decision-making and problem-solving on an individual basis for
each child.

O. Ongoing As individuals grow and change they may develop different
behavior problems. We must be prepared to use this process
in an ongoing manner.

4
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PURPOSES OF
CHALLENGING BEHAVIORS

Before describing the problem-solving process, we whl begin by considering why
children sometimes display challenging behaviors. Nearly all behavior, including
problem behavior, has a purpose. Tantrums, aggression, or self-injury may be disturb-
ing to us, and we certainly want to help people stop. llowever, people who do these
things are not necessarily "disturbed" themselves. More accurately, they have behav-
iors that are "disturbing" to others. Disturbing behaviors often tell us that the child
does not have other ways to get his or her needs met. Furthermore, disturbing beha
iors often "work" in some sense, or the child would probably stop using them.

What are some of the ways that problem behaviors can "work" for people? What
purposes can these behaviors serve? In our experience almost all specific problem
behaviors or actions have one or more of five purposes: attention, escapelavoidance,
wanting something, self-regulation, or play.

The first three of these purposes, attention, escapelavoidance, or getting some-
thing, involve a communication with another person to achieve some purpose. If a
person doespic have an "acceptable" way of giving these messages, he or she may use
another behavilr, such as a tantrum, hitting himself or others, or destroying property.
There are many things we need to communicate to others:

o I want
o I don't want
o Yes'
o No
o rm tired/hot/cold/

bored/frustrated/
lonely

o I want attention
o I like you
o I need help
o Leave me alone
o I don't understand
o I'm scared

At &nes, all of us have difficulty communicating some of these things in positive
ways. Do you ever pout or mope when you don't get enough attention, give someone
the "silent treatment," or even have a "tantrum" when you get really mad? Imagine a
child with who knows only a few words or signs, or hasn't yet learned to talk or sign at
all! He has difficulty expressing thoughts, feelings, wants, and needs, and has few ways
of controlling his environment. Most decisions are made for him. Considering this, it's
not hard to understand why he might use ways that we consider "disturbing" to com-
municate with us. His behavior is a way of controlling his environment. When a behav-
ior fiequently occurs when other people are around, it is probably a child's way to
communicate or get what he wants/needs.

5



The last two purposes, self-regulation and play, are often somewhat different.

They are not social in nature because they do not really have a "message" for other

people. The child is not trying to get attention, get out of doing something, or obtain

some item that he wants. The purpose of self-regulation and play is simply doing the

behavior itself. The child may not care whether other people respond to the behavior.

The following stories describe young people we have known. Their challenging

behaviors may help illustrate these points.

c
PROFILES

C

Jim

\.

6

Bobby

Joyce

Nick

Karen

Jim loves people, but he does not talk and uses only a few signs and

gestures to communicate. The most effective way he's found to say "Pay
attention to me" is by grabbing or pinching people. Jim has learned that
sitting nicely and smiling sometimes works as a way to get attention, but
pinching always works. If attention is what he wants most, it "works" for

him to use p'hing to get it.

Bobby is a 5 year old boy who doesn't talk. Sometimes he lies on the

floor at school and refuses to get up. When his teacher looked more
closely at aie behavior, she found that this happened when he was made
to do work like a stacking cone or a peg board which he already knew
how to do and had been doing for years! From Bobby's point of view

maybe it's not so inappropriate to want to escape those situations.

Joyce is 10 years old. She has learned over time that when she wants
something the best way to get it is to scream very loudly! In the end
most people (teacher, parents, brothers & sisters, and peers) will give in -

even offering choices of items or activities to quiet her down!

Nick rocks back and forth quite a lot! At first teachers and parents
through that this was quite a "problem" for Nick. After a closer look and
lots of discussion, his parents and teacher realized that Nick usually was
able to continue with his work. In fact rocking actually seemed to help
him focus! People in the community didn't even seem to pay much

attention. Nick used rocking as a way to self-regulate.

Karen likes to throw things. After watching the behavior very closely her
teacner and parents decided that it wasn't a way for her to get attention,

or the get out of a situation. Karen just seemed to like the feeling of
throwing objects and seeing them bounce off walls and ceilings. Throw-
ing things was a way to play when she didn't have anything else to do.

8



Understanding the specific purpose that a problem behavior serves for a person
, is very important to the problem-solving proces. Once you understand how the be-

havior "works" for a person, you are in a better position to develop a plan to change
that behavior by helping the person use more conventional behaviors that will serve the
same purpose for them.

PURPOSES OF C.HALLENGING BEHAVIOR

Attention Behaviors that serve the purpose of getting attention are the child's way of
saying something like; "Hello - pay attention to me," "Come talk/yell/make
angry faces at me," or "Get off the phone and play with mar' It's important to
remember that some children crave attention, even negative attention like
being scolded or yelled at. Children can.even learn to prefer negative atten-
tion. It's often much more dramatic!

Escape/ Behaviors that communicate the desire to escape or avoid
Avoidance certain activities or people are like saying: ''Stop!" "No!"

"This is to hard/easy/boring:" "I would li:ce a break now." Behaviors that have
this purpose usually occur during activities or situations the person doesn't
seem to like. Some children may use problem behaviors to avoid getting
dressed, having their teeth brushed, sitting at the dinner table, going to bed, or
being in the living room when their brother and sister are talking, fighting, or
playing.

Getting To be human is to want! Children may want food, toys, special
Something activities or other things. Some behavior problems may be a

way for the child to communicate that they want one of these,
or to piPtest when these things are taken away or end.

Self- Not all problem behaviors are forms of cnmnunication. This is often
Regulation true of behaviors such as hand flapping, fingertapping, spinning objects, even

hitting or scratching oneself behaviors that are often described as "self-
stimulatory" or "stereotypic." The child may do these things to regulate his or
her energy level. Some children do thesb things when there is too much going
on around them, and others when there is not enough going on. Actually, so-
called self-stimulatory behaviors do not always prevent the child from focusing
or learning. Some may actually help a child to focus, and be no more distract-
ing thar our leg-swinging, pencil-chewing or nail biting is.

Play In some cases, the purpose of the behavior is play. The child just likes doing it,
especially if there is little else to do. Many of the same behaviors that are
used for the purposes of self-regulation can also serve as forms of play, such
as unusual body movements, spinning, dropping, or throwing things. Usually,
play behaviors are more absorbing of the child's attention, and unlike behaviors
used for self-regulation, the child is unable to perform other activities at the
same time.

7
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PLANNING FOR CHANGE:

A TEAM APPROACH

It's often said that "two heads are better than one." Actually, when it comes to

addresing difficult behavior problems, the more heads the better. Serious behavior

problems call for a team effort. Not just parents or teachers or psychologists, but a

planning team of parents and teachers and psychologists and other interested people.

What if the other persons in your child's (or student's/client's/etc.) life are not

interested or able to participate in a team effort? In that case you may have to "go it

alone." However, we believe that the effort to bring others together to help with the

problem solving process will pay off in the long run. Try to find at least one other

person to work with you!

The benefit of a team approach it.; that when people get together they bring dif-

ferent ideas, knowledge and skills to tho group. Teachers know how to teach , parents

often know their child "best," psychologists often understand behaviormodification

principles. By themselves, these different skills and understandings are often not

enough. But togetherwith team workthey are very powerful.

The team approach is not - "I'm the parent/teacher/psychologist, I know the
..

most about this, therefor we will do it my way!" The team approach means that all

persons involved share information and come to a decision together. In fact,.the team's

job is to reach a decision that all can agree on. When the team agrees on a decision, it's

likely to be a better decision that one based on only one person's knowledge.

Qualities of Good Team Members. The first important qvality of team
members is . 3t placing blame. The problems that the team is working on are not the

fault of any one person. Not the parent. Not the teacher. Not last year's teacher. Not

the principal. And, most importantly, not the child! Placing blame is not helpful for

solving problems. It creates tension and defensiveness. A more helpful approach is to

assume that everybody is doing the best that they can under the situation. In the proc-

ess of working together to change the problem behavior, members of the team may

need to change some of their behaviors, but no blame is attached. A second quality of

team members is honesty. Being honest mears that you are involved in the process. If

you don't agree with something you say so! Only through honesty can the team benefit

from the knowledge and skills of all its members.

Finally, team members are accountable. They follow through on what they say

they will do. (At least they try!) The team approach will probably require every mem-

ber to cl%) some work outside of the E Dup's meetings. For example, the child may need

to be observed, resources gathered, new skills taught. Each member of the group will

8



need to accept responsibility for activities to which they commit themselves, and gently
hold others to their commitments.

The Team Approach to Decision-Making. Most of us have had experi-
ences in group problem-solving that are, shall we say, "painful." Teams can wander
airrlessly and never arrive at any decision. On the other hand, teams can sometimes be
dominated by a self appointed "leader.' This section will offer strategies to help pre-
vent this. We will also offer suggestions about what decisions need to be made at each
step in the problem-solving process and how to make those decisions. It won't always
be an easy process, but your team will have guidelines to use.

Important decisions need to be made at each of the six steps of the problem-
solving process outlined in this manual. When all the team members feel comfortable
with answers ard decisions reached by the group, it's time to move on to the next step.
Sometimes the team may move along quickly. Other times the process may take longer,
with individual team members collecting information and gathering resources between
meetings.

We halie provided Team Decision-Making Worksheets to be used at each of the
six steps of the problem-solving process. We strongly suggest that you start at the
beginning and work through all steps. Using the worksheets in a meeting involves
actively sharing in the decision-making process. We offer the following suggestions:

1. Have team members take on specific roles. In groups with less than four members,
each person may need to fill more than one role. In groups with more than four
members, some members may not have a formally assigned role. Rotate roles for
different sessions. This will keep your ideas flowing! We suggest the following
roles:

Recorder; Keeps notes as the team works.
01=MONI.P71).-10.

Time keeper; Keeps tte team aware of time spent and time remaining.

Task Master; Keeps the team focused on the decision-making tasks at hand. For
example,. "Now we are at the brainotorming stage - let's hear everybody's.ideas."

Reflector; Gives tearr members feedback on the group process. "It seems like we
are stuck at the point were Jahr, and Sally disagree. Can you find some way to
compromise?"

2. Review the text and the worksheet provided in the manual for the relevantstep of
the problem-solving process.

9



3. Brainstorm answers to the questions and decisions that are presented. In many cases
the team will need additional information to arrive at good answers. In this case,
brainstorm the best way to collect the needed information. During brainstorming,
all ideas should be accepted and recorded without aiticism. Let the ideas flow! The
1 ask Master's role is to make clear that the team is in the brainstorming stage. You
may want to make a sign as a visual reminder that you are BRAINSTORMING. The
Reflector can give feedback to the group and/or individual team members about
whether the group is really accepting all ideas.

4. Evaluate the ideas recorded during the brainstorming session by discussing the
"pros" and "cons" of each idea. You may want to make a sign that says EVALU-
ATION to remind the group of your goal at this stage. Cross off ideas or answers
that you agree are not the best. Your goal is to arrive at agreement on thebest
answer(s) or idea(s). Circle the items upon which the team agrees.

5. Establish accountability. The issues, ideas, ur answers that you agreed on will often
require some action. Who will "collect data," "write out the new plan for the team,"
or "teach the new communication skill." It's important to record who agrees to
specific tasks and when they will complete them. The important point here is that
everyone pitches in and helps, and that members at....ept accountability and require it
from each other. Marty plans have failed not because they were poorly designed but
because they were never actually used!

6. The final stage in this problem solving approach often takes place at the next meet-
ing. Now the team reviews the tasks that were assigned to each member. You
might review the new information collected or discuss the plan that was written by a
member. As a team you will decide when to mov on the next step in the problem-
solving process.



THE PROBLEM-SOLV1N PROCESS

The problem-solving process described here requires us to be observant and tc
consider the world from the child's perspective. We begin the process by identifying
the behaviors that we feel it is important to change, then develop a theory about the
purpose of the behavior and a plan for change. This process can be broken down into
six steps.

THE 6-STEP PROBLEM-SOLV1NG PROCESS
FOR CHALLENGING BEHAVIOR

Define the Problem Ask yourself, "what is the problem?" If there are
several problems, decide where to start .

Gather Information Consider when the behavior usually occurs, and
usually does not occur...
Who is there?
What is going on at the time?
When does it happen?
Where does it happen?

Develop a Theory Be a "detectiver Make your best guess as to why
the child uses the problem behavior.

Make a Plan

Use thePlan

A good plan often has 3 parts to it:
Preventing the behavior by changing some
of the who, what, and where's from Step 2.
Teaching the child new ways to meet his or her
needs.
Reacting to the behavior wl-gn it does occur in
more helpful ways.

Stick with it! Old habits.die hard.

Reconsider the Plan Give your plan at least 2 weeks to start to work
and then ask yourself; "How is itgoin6?"

J3
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Step 1: Define the Problem
Clearly identify the problem behavior. Be specific. For instance, instead of

saying -He won't do anything I tell him," desaibe exactly what he does when you tell
him to do something. Does he throw die dishes when you ask him to set the table?
Does he sit down on the floor and not "budge" when it's time to take a bath? Similarly,
instead of saying "She gets upset all the time," try to describe what she does when she
is upset. Does she cry, scream, and/or hide under the bed? Does she hit you?

Behaviors are specific observable actions. At this point we are not yet concerned
with why the child does these behaviors. We are also not concerned with putting labels
La the the child's behavior, such as "aggressive," "acting out," "hyperactive," "with-
drawn," or "autistic." These types of labels are not very helpful in defining behavior.
The best way to define problem behavior is to carefully observe the child and write
down specifically what we see.

Notice the difference in the two lists of descripEons below. The "general labels"
really dun' t tell us what the child does. For example, the label "aggressive" could mean
hitting, or biting, scrat ning, yelling or many other actions. These labels tell us more
about how we feel about the behavior than about the behavior itself. On the other
hand, the abservable actions listed in the right column are quite specific, we can focus
on exactly what the child did (and didn't do).

General Labels

aggressive
mean
angry
self-stimulatory
stubborn
frustrated
nasty
uncooperative
upset

Observable Actions

hits
bites othefs on the hands & arms
yells
rocks back and forth
lays down on the floor
cries
spits
thrrws food
bangs head on the floor

Some children have more than one challenging behavior. If these behaviors are
very similar and occur in the same situation you will probably try to change them at the
same time. For example, some children may hit and bite other people in the same
incident. These two behaviors should be spedfically described and worked on together.
On the other hand, some chiidren have problem behaviors which are not closely related.

12
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A child may scratth himself when left alone, and may throw himself on the floor
when you ask him to do something. These behaviors are probably not closely related.
You can't (and shouldn't) try to change ail tzoblem behaviors at once. To decide where
to start, it is helpful to think of three different degrees of seriousness of problem behav-
iors.

Destructive

3 LEVELS OF CHALLENGING BEHAVIOR,

These are obviously top priority! Work on these first.

Destructive behaviors OM It

are health or life threatening to the child or others.

Disruptive These kinds of behaviors are not as high a priority as destructive
behaviors. Work with them after you change any
destructive behaviors.

Dizruptive behavioi-s.4.
hurt other people (for example, hitting that does not result in
physical injury)
interfere with learning (for example, crying or rtmning away)
prevent the person from participating in daily activities (for ex
ample, tantrums during daily activities such as bedtime, meal
times, or getting ready for school);
destroy property in a dangerous way (for example, using a knife to
destroy furniturenot things like tearing paper)
interfere with your ability to function as a family (for example,
your child has tantrums in restaurants, so you feel your family
cannot go out to dinner together)
could become destructive if ignored

Distracting These behaviors may not be serious enough to develop a plan for
unless unless they are very important to you. If they are not that
important to you, don't worry about developing a plan for them

until all the child's other needs are met.

Distracting behaviors
interfere with acceptance in the community (for example, echolalia
or hand-flapping in public places);
damage objects (for example, tearing books and papers)
could become disruptive if ignored

1:4



Name:

STEP I: DEFINE THE PROBLEM

Date: voi

As specifically as possible, describe the problem cr problems that you are concerned
about. Label them them according to their seriousness (destructive, disruptive, or distract-
ing). Circle the Behavior(s) that you will begin to work on first.

Description of Problem Behavior Level of Seriousness

0 Destructive

[ir Disruptive

0 Distracting

o_x_ki
2. no.o), wo..,, lig..a.90....

0 D9structive

Disruptive

0 Distracting

4.

0 Destructive
Ui Disruptive

Er Distracting

[a Destructive

0 Disruptive

1,3 Distracting



STEP 2: GATHER INFORMATION

In this step you will discover wha:. people, places, things, or activities seem to
trigger the specific problem behavior(s). You will be a "detective," carefully observing
and gathering "evidence." Information about trigger situations can help you to under-
stand what purposes the behavior might be serving for the child. For example, if the
behavior tends to occur more often when the child is left alone than when you are doing
something with her, the purpose may be to get attention. You will seek answers to the
following kinds of questions:

Who is present when the droblem behavior occurs?
How many people?
Who is about to come in or about to leave?
Are , children, teachers, parents, or strangers present?

With whom does the problem behavior seldom or never occur?
Answem to these and similar swhon question: help you to see if particular people
or groups are connected to the orobtem behavior.

What is going on when the problem behavior occurs?
Is the child being asked to do somethog?
Is it free unstructured time?
Is the child.being asked to do something easy or. hard?
What are tl.e other people present doing?
Is it almosttime to start a different activity?
Is the person having to wait for help, attention ora turn?

What is going on when the behaviorseldom or never occurs?
"What' questions help you to discover the activities related to the behavior.

When does the problem occur?
Every morning? Late at night? Monday morning?
Friday afternoon? Before lunch?

When does the problem almost never occur?
"When" questions help you figure out times and schedules related to the poblem:

Where does the problem behavior occur?
On the playground? In the classroom?
Is the child in a small space or a large open space?
Does it occur at home? In the grocery store?
At the movies? On the bus?

Where does the problem behavior seldom or never occur?
"Where" questions help you understand places related to the problem.

15



This information will help you in at least two different ways. First of all, you
may decide to change some of these situations :o prevent the behavior problem from
occurring. Often these changes will be temporary, because we want people to learr. to
cope with the "real world" as much as possible. But, sometimes it is very helpful tc
temporarily avoid the "trigger" situations such at, when everybody involved has fallen
into negative patterns of interacting, when the behavior problem is dangerous to the
child or others, or while the child is learning new skills. At other times you may decide
that the changes will be necessary on a long term basis: For example, when the behavior
tended to occur when the child was required to participate in particular activities that
were never actually necessary or important. These decisions will be shared by the team.

The amount of time and effort that the team will need to spend gathering infor-
mation will depend on many factors. For some behavior problems the team may al-
rt..icly have informally observed and gathered the necessary information . We suggest
that you start by using Step 2A Team Worksheet Answering Key Questions. If mem-
bers of the team can agree on the answers to these questions, it may be possible to move
on to the next step without formally gathering additional information. It is critical that
all team members share their opinions so that the team is sure that it has reached agree-
ment.

At other other times the team may not have the information necessary to answer
these questions and rea ,:h agreement. Sometimes behavior problems are very compli-
cated and hard to figurE. out At these times the team will need to develop a plan to
collect additional inform.' tion using Step 2.A Wotksheet Recording Behaviors. Using
this worksheet the team will record incidents of the behavior in different situations and
times of the day.
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Directions for Step 2a - Answering Key Questions Worksheet

This worksheet is designed to see if you can reach agreement on key
questions about the specific behavior problem you are working on.

1. Priorto the team meeting, make enough copies,of this worksheetfor
each. member and one extra forthe team.

2. Take 10 - 15 minutes and have each member of the team fill out a work-
sheet individually. Don't discuss the questions o; compare answers:at
this:point..

3. Now, discuss the key questions one at a time comparing your answers.
Have a recorder write down the information on which you can reach.
agreement.

4. Look over your team's answers. On what questions could you readi
agreement? On what questions were you unable:to reach agreement?
On what questions did you lack information to have a.gooddiscussion?

5. Make a team decision about whether you have enough information to
move on to Step III: Developing a Theory. l you don't haveenough
information, proceed to the Step II Team Worksheet: Recording Behav-
iors.

1 9
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STEP 2A: ANSWERING KEY QUESTIONS

Name:
Behavior:

WHO IS PRESENT...
When the behavior tends to occur?

S

WHAT IS GOING ON...
When the ehavior tends to occur?
Q41"ar Art axyAtAtS

. :este
ilut-okS

ision'tnt At) fe-CorckS

WHEN DOES THE BEHAVIOR...
Tend to occur?
-CLQ3r-t-c

WHERE DOES THE BEHAVIOR...
Tend to occur?

kNorna...:

releNen.

Date: lica_kokariSyna

When the behavior almostnever occurs?reç CcIct.Aver

co's4112ALeillac-no49/

When the behavior almost never occurs?
rv

mgredusso i.
0( Sa.seN.V.

Almost never o cur?

s4

Almost never occur?
oc .$6,0 c3k

HOW OFTEN DOES THE BEHAVIOR OCCUR...

Per hour? hot N Per day? 411eS
hotar 1

HOW LONG DOES THE BEHAVIOR OCCUR...

Per episode? 5 1-0 10 vinvuA.±¢-s

18
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Directions for Step 2b - Recording Behaviors Worksheet

This worksheet will help the team to gather additional information needed to
reach agreement on the Key Questions Worksheet.

1. Decide who will record behaviors, when, and during what activities. You
will want to record behavior during the times and activities when you are
most likely to observe the problem behavior. You also will want to get a
good representation of these different problem times, for example: at
home, school, and in the community; in the morning, afternoon, and
evening; during structured and unstructured times. The recorder should
list the times, places, and activities which team lk5embers will observe.

2. Discuss each item on the form and how L.should be used. You might
consider a practice session in which team members roL-play a possible
situation when the problem behavior could occur. Have other members
of the team observe and record the incident. Then discuss and compare
your observations until you feel that each person who will use the form
understands how to fill it out correctly.

3. During the following weeks, use this form to collect information. Each
person that collected information should bring enough copies of their
completed forms for other members of the team to review.

4. At your next meeting, review and discuss the completed forms, looking
for answers to the Key Questions.

Repeat the steps in using the Key Questions Worksheet. Can you now
reach agreement as a team? If not, you may need to collect additional
information specifically related to the questions that you can't reach
agreement cr.

Continue this process until the team feels that it can move on to Step 3:
Developing a Theory.
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Name

Person Recording Szt.4-cZa,
Specific Problem Behavior 1#1i-i-lci

STEP 2B : RECORDING BEHAVIORS

Date (s) 04*dr:tar D2 11:19g'

When?
(time,
day,
date)

What Happened
Befcre the Behavior
Occured?

Moe..
%oiao

6.1S

TVINM.1 3 UtAArc1.
amat
rooet1.
%Alms

olookkt scSuffei. k.
ogN -Roar

ov-%

Te..AN GAA ,
111

-94241\1y T COM
V.340..S e

-1 irte$4.C.

WAS TA VV)4 i
91,ter 3J.rtn

%nut:

Describe
the behavior
(include how intense,
long, or how many?)

ZILrum..1 come, oq4ur
rtvz.. orN

L.
rt,o4

What Happened
After the Behavior
Occured?

1.0.A.Ara. cLcc

Sri ii:Ok'h&u.,.
\tux °to 44-, a.5"1
ct,Saro to.* toLur
*VAOS) Tothirl
War

22

crvii
sitwp2.21 kcal

okno..k wo.S wco
S",e_
Wrk-VveNoA 0."A Sc1-#
en rvp

k SVmt.
NNicksvkizA S

ho cic102.A..) )
Gtev, 0,4%4 140
4tka.. tkk Cl/Nein

14t..Y.N sin et2.&
G. saA4c, az
cxth

J rcztA.

was Inclic
VIAcIr. 5.Ne.
dou..tavN'+ Wc4*(11

cult.ricm,
cs."41 levaA -kr)

r..1-krievan kzirk fYte.
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Step 3: Develop a Theory
Now the team needs to develop a theory about why the child uses the behavior.

We are interested in determining the purpose or motivation behind the behavior. As
discussed in an earlier section, children's problem behavior usually has one or more of
the following purposes:

Often, the information about who, what, when, and where that you gathered for
Step 2 (Worksheet A) will help you to develop the theory. For example...

Bill's parents and teachers noticed that Bill often hits his
teacher when she asks him to read, an activity which is
difficult for Bill. Bill's mother noticed that he hits her when
she tells him to make his bed. They developed a theory that
the purpose of Bill's hitting was to escape doing things which
were hard for him or which he did not like to do.

Janet's father noticed that she often cries and throws things
when he or Janet's mother is on the telephone. Janet's teacher
noted that Janet cries when other students are getting more
attention than she. The team developed a theory that the
purpose of Janet's crying is to get attention.

The information you may have recorded (on the Recording Behavior worksheets)
about what happened after the behavior occured can also help you to develop your
theory. For example, when Bill hit his teacher at school, he was sent to "time-out",
where he had to sit for ten minutes. Yet Bill's hitting didn't seem to be decreasing; it
fact, it was happening more often. The events that happen after Bill hit seemed to LI
teaching him that hitting was an effective way to es :ape from work he didn't like to C.o.
Janet's parents and teachers noted on their daily logs that when Janet cried, people
tended to gather around and comfort her so that she would stop. For Janet, crying
seemed to serve the purpose of gaining attention.

Figuring out the purpose of problerr. behaviors is one of the most important yet
difficult steps in developing a plan for behAvior change. One reason for this is that
some children may use one behavior (which we consider a problem behavior) for sev-
eral different purposes. For example, a child might hit people both to get attention and
to escape from situations which he doesn't like. On the other hand, some children may

211
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use different behaviors (all of which we consider to be problems) for the same purpose,
such as hitting other people or biting themselves in order to get attention. When we
consider that many children have had years to develop and practice taeir problem
behaviors, it's not surprising that their behavior can get so complex.

At this point in the behavior change process, professionais and parents alike may
be tempted to condude that the behaviors happen for "no reason" and have "no pattern
at all" But don't give up! Once you understand that a child usually keeps using a given
behavior because it "works" for him or her in some way, you are usually in a better
position to figure out this pttzzlet The "stakes" may be quite high, for you and for the
child, so it is worth struggling with this step of the process. The Step 3
WorksheetDevelop a Theonj will help you in your problem-solving.

24 .
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STEP 3: DEVELOP A THEORY
Name: Z-extrN
Behavior: \NI AJti ojs .%NrCAA

Now yOu need to decide what purpose the behavior is serving for the child. Use the who-what-where-when
intormation trom Step 2 to think about the sit.iations in which the behavior occurs. Do you see any consistent
patterns in this intormation? You may also find the checklist below to be helpful in developing your theory.
Remember, specific behaviors may serve more than one purpose for a child.

FIGURING OUT THE PURPOSE OF PROBLEM BEHAVIORS
r2 a> E fa)o

Z Ci) ° The purpose of the behavior may be ATTENTION if...
7.1 t2( It occurs when you are not paying attention to the child (e.g., you are talking to

someone else in the room, talking on the phone).
CI 0 a It occurs when you stop paying attention to the child.

The purpose of the behavior may be ESCAPE/AVOIDANCE if...
0 It occurs when you ask the child to so something (e.g., household chore, getting

ready for school, taking a bath) that he or she doesn't seem to like or want to do.
Z0 0 It stops after you stop "making demands."

The purpose of the behavior may be GETTING SOMETHING if...
P, It occurs when you take away a favorite toy, food, or activity.

tO It stops soon after you give the child a toy, food, or activity that he or she seems to
like, or has recently requested.

g 0 0 It occurs when the child can't have a toy,food, or activity
he or she has requested.

The purpose of the behavior may be SELF-REGULAT1ON if...
i/0 0 It tends to be performed over and over again, in a rhythmic or cyclical manner.
Z 0 tO It tends to happen when there is either a lot going on in the area or very !little (e.g.,

noise, movement, people, activity...)./0 0 The child can still do other things at the same time as he or she is performing the
behavior.

The purpose of the behavior may be PLAY if...
0 It occurs over and over again in a rhythmic or cyclical manner.

It would occur repeatedly when no one else is around.
ta/C1 0 The child seems to enjoy performing the behavior (e.g., smiles, laughs...).
3 0 The child seems to be in his or her "own world" when performing the behavior & he

or she can't do other things at the same time.

THE MAIN PURPOSE OF THE BEHAVIOR

)\-ki.exyJcio,n

25
Adated from Durand & Crimmins, 1988
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Step 4: Make a Plan
Your plan will consider three types of strategies: preventing, teaching, and

reacting. Most plans for serious problem behaviors will need to indude all three kinds
of strategies.

Preventing Here we focus on avoiding situations that secm to trigger the
problem. It often makes sense to try to prevent problems rather than react to them.
Preventing problems saves "wear and tear' on everyone. Another reason to be preven-
tative is that the more pracdce children have doing things the "wrong" way, the harder
it is to teach them another way. (It's like learning to type with ten fingers once you're
used to using two: The mcre practice you have with two fingers, the harder it is to
learn to use ten!)

As we mentioned earlier, asking "who, what, when and where" can give us
information to use in making chaages that can help prevent problems from occuring.
Sometimes, there are things about the environment that should be changed perma-
nently based on a person's preferences. Some of us avoid large crowds, busy supermar-
kets, camping trips, or in-laws. This is "normal" behavior, and should be acceptable for
people with disabilities as well.

Other factors in the environment can be changed temporarily, as a way to pre-
vent the problem until the child has learned new skills. This is similar to the idea of not
keeping high calorie foods in yclir home when you are trying to lose weight. Later
when you have changed y our eating habits, you can resist the temptation to overeat!

Here are some examples of preventing:

1. John would scream whenever he saw a trash can. H1s mother started keeping them
under tables or put lids on them. She never really knew why this worked, but it did!

2. A group home manager noticed that Don often had tantrums when a particular staff
person was assigned to work with him. She scheduled that staff person to be on
duty when Don was at school until they could train the staff person to work with
Don in a more positive way and help Don and the staff person get to know each
other better.

3. Kathy would bite her hand whenever she was rrected for making a mistake, such
as when she was folcilng towels and was told she nad not done it neatly enough.
When her parents and teachers helped her so that she did things right the first time,
she stopped biting herself.

?



Teaching The most important part of your 3-part plan involves teaching
the child new skills. In Step 2 you used the information you hal., e gathered to develop a
theory about the purpose of the problem behavior. This part of your plan involves
teaching the child a new way to achieve this same purpose. This means you need to
show the child that the new skill will work better than the old behavior in achieving
that purpose.

For example, if the purpose of the problem behavior is communicating some-
thing, then the person must be taught a new way of communicating the same thing. If a
child indicates "I want something tc drink" by screaming, he or she could learn to use a
word, sign, or gesture to indicate "drink." If the purpose of a specific problem behavior
is self-regulation or play, the person needs to learn a new way to self-regulate or enter-
tain himself. For example, one alternative to covering your ears with your hand and
screaming to block out loud noises that upset you would be learning to use a radio or
tape player with headphones. Instead of throwing things on the floor for play, a child
could learn to play Connect Four. Here are acPitional examples of teaching:

1. Tom learned to sign "break" instead of sitting on the floor when tired of working.

2. Brian learned to "give five" instead of grabbing people and pinching them when he
wanted attention.

3. Kathy learned to ask for help instead of biting her hands when frustrated.

4 Larry learned to sign "help" instead of crying and tugging on people when he
wanted something that was out of reach.

This manual cannot address all of the issues involved in teaching new skills to
children with disabilities. We realize that teaching can be especially difficult at home,
where parents have a household to manage and a family to take care of (as well as
needing to have some time for themselvesO. One way that parents can address this
challenge is by working with the team to devise a plan for teaching some of the new
skills at school. Here are some suggestions about how to teach:

1. Help the child do it the right way from the beginning- don't wait for the child to do
it the "wrong" way and then correct the mistake.

2. Show the child what you want him or her to dodon't just say it, do it.

3. Break difficult tasks down into small steps and concentrate on teaching certain steps.

4. Give the child more attention for doing things the "right' way than for doing things
the "wrong" way.
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5. Give encourai ment: "You're terrific!" "That's the way!" Give lots of smiles, hugs,
and pats on the back.

6. Reward doing rather than finishing. Give praise or d hug when the child is making
an effort to do the desired behaviordon't wait until he or she can do it perfectly, or
until a task is done.

Reacting Reacting is how you respond to the child's problem behavior.
Though we agree that your plan may need to include certain "consequences," this
approach does not focus on dispensing "rewards" for good behavior and "punish-
ments" for negative behavior. The "reward & punishment" approach may work to
some extent, but it makes children dependent on authority ai..1 almost aways leads to
far more punishing that rewarding when used with children with disabilities and chal-
lenging behaviors.

This approach requires that you and the other adults in the child's life change the
way you react when problems occur. You need to show the child that the problem
behavior won't work anymore. At the same time, you need to show the child what will
work. In other words, instead of just reacting to problems, you are going to stay fo-
cused on preventing and teaching.

Some ways of reacting that fit wife. this approach are: ignore-redirect-& reward;
local consequences; and cooling off. The suategy that you use depends on the child
and the situation, but we can give you some general rules to help you decide which
strategy to use when.

Ignore-redirect- & reward This strategy is very different from simply ignoring
negative behavior and praising positive behavior. Nor does it mean ignoring the child
and letting the behavior continue. It requires you to say nothing about the =desired
behavior (ignore) while focusing the child's attention on what you want him or her to
do instead (redirect). Redirecting can involve gestures, demonstrations, or putting the
person's hand in contact with the materials. Then, as soon as the child attempts to
respond in the way you directed, you reward this participation verbally and with physi-
cal touch.

This strategy is especially useful with children who do not understand a lot of
talk. It is also recommended for use with children who do not seem to want to do
anything that you ask of them. That is, if your information-gathering did not reveal
that certain people, places, or tasks seemed to predict the problem behavior, but instead
showed that the child simply doesn't like interacting with people or doing things with
them, then this child probably needs a lot of ignoring-redirectir g-& rewarding. This is
especially true when problems are occurring.
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CAUTIONS!
Behavior that is dangerous or harmful should not just be ignored
and allowed to continue; the child and others must be pro-
tected. The important thing is to do this in a way that does not
call more attention to the negative behavior or upset the child
:men more.

We often tend to try to "redirect" verbally instead of silently. That is, we
nag, "Pick that up...I told you to pick that up...Right now...Cut out that screaming...did
you hear me?" Verbal reminders are sometimes necessary and appropriate, but in
general, they are over-used and ineffective. The general rule to follow is: Say it once,
and then act. If the person doesn't do it after the first request, then he or she either
needs more information about what to do (which you can give through gestures or by
showing the chiid what to do), or more reward for doing it the desired way. We often
forget that our excited verbal corrections and reminders can actually be more rewarding
in terms of the amount of attention we're giving than our calm and matter-of-fact verbal
rewards ("Good job." "O.K.").

Natural & logical consequances. are in a way a more sophisticated form of the
ignore-redirect-reward strategy. Some problem behaviors have natural consequences
which can teach children what to do next time better than an artificial consequence that
we might use (e.g., child breaks a radio he received as a gift and must save his own
money if he wants another one). However, sometimes a natural consequence is either
not available (e.g., parent asked a child to clean her room but she refused) or it would
be harmful to the child (e.g., child ran out in front of cars). In such a case, you can use a
logical consequence. A logical consequence fcr not doing work (schoolwork or chores)
is not having time for your favorite activity. A logical consequence for running out into
the street is not being allowed to play in the front yard.

When using natural & logical consequences, it is important to give a child an-
other chance next time. When you tell a child that he can have free time after taking out
the garbage and he doesn't take out the garbage, tell him "you chose not to take out the
garbage today, so you will not get to play. You can try again tomorrow." Or, if you
have told a child that she must go outside to pla). with the basketball, and she bounces
it on the ceiling, "then tell her: "You chose to bounce the ball inside, so you can't play
with the basketball any more today. You can have another chance to play basketball
outside tomorrow."
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CAUTIONS!
For children who do not understand speech, you will need to
communicate rules and consequences in a different way. If the
child has an alternative communication system, such as sign
language or a picture symbol system, then you will need to use
those forms to communicate the rules. For children who do not
have a sophisticated enough communication system to allow you
to communicate rules and consequences, you need to show
them by your behavior what the rules and consequences are.

Cooling-off. This means simply having the child get away from the place where
the problem occumd, for only as long as it takes for the child to calm down. (This way
of reacting is similar to the idea of time-out, but we are not calling it that because there
are so many different kinds of time-out and most of them are used as punishment.) It is
similar to the idea of going for a walk when you need to "cool off," and it can work for
children the same way as it does for adults. The best use of the "cooling-off" strategy is
to help the child calm down before he or she loses control. It can be used as a way to
help the child learn to control himsef or herself.

Crisis Management. If a child sometimes hurts himself or herself or other
people, or damages property in a dangerous way, your plan for reacting will need to
consider "crisis management." The idea of crisis management is to protect the child
and others and minimize the problem. The crisis management procedure should not be
thought of as a punishment for the behavior.

The first thing to consider is who will intervene in a crisis. If you are alone, who
should you call? If there are several adults present, who is best at helpir,g the child calm
down and should therefore be the first person to intervene? Next, what will you do?
Will you hold the child, or does that make him more agitated? If you have a choice
between a crowded room and a seduded area, will you try to move the person? Are
there things like music, deep breathing, taking a walk, or talking to the person in a
soothing voice that help him or her to regain control, or does he or she calm down more
quickly if left alone? It's important to remember that as you use the really important
parts of your planpreventing the problem situations and teaching the child other
more acceptable behaviors to achieve his or her purposeyou will have to rely less on
reacting and crisis management.

At this point the team should make a plan which indudes all 3 types of strategies
and, if necessary, a crisis management plan. The Step 4 Worksheet Make a Plan, pro-
vides a way to organize these sizategies on paper.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR MAKING A PLAN

1. Build on your own strengths, don't emphasize your weaknesses. For example, if
you know that you are not likely to be consistent in reacting by delivering a certain
reward or negative consequence, focus ory preventing.

2. Change one thing at at time. Target a particular time or day or a daily routine.
Mealtimes, getting ready for school, bedtime, or any activity that occurs on a daily
basis are often good places to start

3. Just as you are not going to try to change all of the child's problems at once, don't
expect yourself to change all at once. Be realistic about changes that you can
expect yourself to make.

4. Make sure that your plan is suitable for your child's actual age. If your child is 12'
years old and doesn't know how to play except by droppir.g and twirling. objects,
teach him or her to use a tape player, to look at magazines, or to play a simple
card game; don't teach him or her to play with young children's toys.

5. When it comes.to making decisions about when to give the child choices, think
about the child's actual age. If your 20-year old son who has a disability refuses
to wear a sweater to school even though you think he shoulcLask yourselfwhat
you would do if he did not have a disability. If no. actual harniwould come from the
child's choice, maybe you shouldn't worry about it. People can't learn to be re-
sponsible for their choices and decisions if they 'don't have a chance to try.

6. Where there is a conflict between you and the child over what he or she will do or
not do, think in terms of compromise rather than winning or losing.

lwfataRW
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.sTgp 4: MAKE A PLAN

A good plan will usually have 3 parts:

. Name: eirvny
Behavior: tAvy,rA °AA v;ANCIAkvs
Date: M640-11S- Wag

Preventing.How will you change the situations (who-what-when-where) that seem to be associated with the
behavior problem?

Teaching: What other behavior or skill will you (or others) teach the child that will meet his or her purpose in a
more acceptable way?

Reacting: How will you react when the problem behavior occurs in a way that does not "feed into" the child's
purpose, cause you greater upset and stress, or punish the child?

IPREVENTING TEACHING I REACT1NG/CRISIS MGMT.
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. Step Five: Use the Plan.
This is the point at which all your thought and planning result in action! Exam-

ine your plan very carefully. Do you have all the materials that you need, such as new
age-appropriate games for your child, or pictures for a communicatbn booklet? Have
you scheduled your time in a way that will allow you to use the plan without unneces-
sary stress? Do you feel comfortable in your ability to use the techniques that you have
planned? You may want to practice some of the techniques with friends or other mem-
bers of your family. Set up the situation and then role-play or act it out. Prrxiice until
you feel really comfortable with your skills and don't need to think about each thing
you will say or do. Don't expect problems to immediately go away and resist the temp-
tation to give up in the beginning. Keep using your plan for at least 2 weeks before you
move on to the next step.
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STEP 5: USE THE PLAN

What arrangements do you need to make to follow-through with the plan? What is your
timeline for getting mats 'als and help, and starting the plan?

Materials needed: VALAYel ;or ?:(NLATe..,
4.%\40..kt_wwirs." e..gx_ssaAste tkie,

o44

Help from others needed: vvvAjL 4Q&A.,
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Person
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Step Six: Reconsider the Plan
After a few weeks of using your plan, ask, "How is it going?" If H.'s going well, you can
soon begin "undoing" some .)f. the temporaryprevutting strategies. If it's not going
well, it's possible that your theory about the purpose of the behavior was incorrect, or
that some people are till reacting in ways that allow the problem behavior to be effec-
tive. You may need tu make some adjustments in your plan or talk to some other
people (other parents or 1:rofessiona1s) to see if they have ideas you haven't thought of.
Remember, too, that old habits die hard; if the child is a teenager or young adult, he or
she may have had this problem behavior for a long time; the entire family may be stuck
in a pattern of reacting that is diffkult to change. Real changes often take time. A
decrease in the intensity or number of times the behavior happens may mean that you
are oh the right track.
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STEP 6: RECONSIDER THE PLAN

Name: Zimui Date: _hiLajziragr.....12\,j_i_S32_

At this point you want to carefully consider your success at both following through with the

plan, and how successful it has been in preventing or changing the problem behavior that

you are working on.

Have you been able to follow the plan you wrote?

For preventing: k s \d04- rik,42- 4vz- 15% c--t-A.Te-- Sr-WALAP.

For teaching:

aitirk
*6_ 4.ci0A -ktl e_eL636_

For reactina: Jrries 40 in -%cos thszcjvu...,x3A ;nsAterxs.
teko

IN

Do you still feel that you "theory* about the purpose of the behavior was correct?

What positive changes have you seen? 1...cwor& ckoesA'A t mii)ko,:ves extootA
41h A 4- AA " A A

4 Wbw . a ,* . Abk.'

3-evvel tariseis IfV2A" CNA attANY4.014LIbp

What arec s. of the plan do you need to continue to work on using as planned?

What areas of the plan need to be changed?

Z-gylvtAi ft/n3 6 A. voAt.1 cis lirktu" eiv..1A

*T-vsaks4( 1442.. ar.lkoat a...c..Mv3444)S IgAchinvik;12.S.

Gt-rk-si 0.1'rte.k.
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CONCLUSIONS

The difficult thing about this approach is that there are no easy or immediate
solutions to the problems you are facing. Solutions usually require an ongoing prob-
lem-solving approach using the six step process. You don't need to feel that you have
to do it all on your own. You should keep discussing the process with other members
of your family and professionals that also work with your child. By becoming a central
part of this problem-solving process you won't have to rely on outside "experts" who
may not understand your child or family situation. Positive changes in your child's
behavior that result from this problem-solving approach will tend to last and will im-
prove relationships within your family. Changes based on a plan that considers the
purposes of the child's behavior will not only decrease problem behaviors, but will
teach your child new and important skills to use in the real world.

Our experiences with children who have developmental disabilities and chal-
lenging behavior have led us to the condusion that changes in children only come about
when adults change their own behavior. We need to learn to stay calm when things
seem "out of control," to keep focused on what we want to accomplish, and not let
problem behavior become the focus of our relationship with the child.
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BLANK PROBLEM-SOLV1NG FORMS

The following blank forms are included for your use. You may freely ccpy and
use these forms in your problem-solving efforts.

40
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STEP I: DEFINE THE PROBLEM

Name: Date:

As specifically as possible, describe the problem or problems that you are concerned
about. Label them them according to their seriousness (destructive, disruptive, or distract-
ing). Circle the Behavior(s) that you will begin to work on first.

1.

Description of Problem Behavior Level of Seriousness

2.

3.

4.

. 41

0 Destructive

0 Disruptive

0 Distracting

0 Destructive

0 Disruptive

0 Distracting

CI Destructive

O Disruptive

O Distracting

O Destructive

O Disruptive

0 Distracting



STEP 2A: ANSWERING KEY QUESTIONS

Name:
Behavior:

Date:

WHO IS PRESENT...
When the behavior tends to occur? When the behavior almost never occurs?

WHAT IS GOING ON...
When the behavior tends to occur? When the behavior almost never occurs?

WHEN DOES THE BEHAVIOR...
Tend to occur? Almost never occur?

WHERE DOES THE BEHAVIOR...
Tend to occur? Almost never occur?

HOW OFTEN DOES THE BEHAVIOR OCCUR...

Per hour? Per day? Per week?

HOW LONG DOES THE BEHAVIOR OCCUR...

Per enisoder)

4 2



STEP 2B : RECORDING BEHAVIORS

Name Date (s)

Person Recording

Specific Problem Behavior

c
When?
(time,
day,
date)

What Happened
Before the Behavior
Occured?

Describe
the behavior
(include how intense,
long, or how many?)

What Happened
After the Behavior
Occured?
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A STEP 3: DEVELOP A THEORY
Name:

° BehaviOr:

Now you need to dec;de what purpose the behavior is serving for the child. Lse the who-what-where-when
information from Step 2 to think about the situations in which the behavior occurs. Do you see any consistent
patterns in this information? You may also f: xi the checklist below to be helpful in developing your theory.
Remember, specific behaviors may serve more than one purpose for a child.

E riGurtir*! OUT THE PURPOSE OF PROBLEM BEHAVIORSa
a)
>
z The purpose of the behavior may be ATTEN11ON if...

ID CI It occurs when you are not paying attention to the child (e.g., you are talking to
someone else in the room, talking on the phone).

CI It occurs when you stop paying attention to the child.

The purpose of the behavior may be ESCAPE/AVOIDANCE if...
It occurs when you ask the child to so something (e.g., household chore, getting
ready for school, taking a bath) that he or she doesn't seem to like or want to do.

CI CI It stops after you stop "making demands."

The purpose of the behavior may be GETTING SOMETHING if__..
I:I CI It occurs when you take away a favorite toy, food, or activity.

It stops soon after you give the child a toy, food, or activity that he or she seems to
like, or has recently requested.

CI CI CI It occurs when the child can't have a toy,food, or activity
he or she has requested.

The purpose of the behavior may be SELF-REGULATION if...
It tends to be performed over and over again, in a rhythmic or cyclical manner.
It tends to happen when there is either a lot going on in the area or very !little (e.g.,
noise, movement, people, activity...).
The child can still do other things at the same time as he or she is performing the
behavior.

The purpose of the behavior may be PLAY if...
It occurs over and over again in E.' rhythmic or cyclical manner.
It would occur repeatedly when no one else is around.
The child seems to enjoy performing the behavior (e.g., smiles, laughs...).
The child seems to be in his or her "own world" when performing the behavior & he
or she can't do other things at the same time.

THE MAIN PURPOSE OF THEBEHAVIOR IS.



STEP 4: MAKE A PLAN

A good plan will usually have 3 parts:

41 . .*Name:
Behavior:
Date:

Preventing:How will you change the situations (who-what-when-where) that seem to be associated with the
behavior problem?

Teaching: What other behavior or skill will you (or others) teach the child that will meet his or her purpose in a
more acceptable way?

Reacting: How will you react when the problem behavior occurs in a way that does not "feed into" the child's
purpose, cause you greater upset and stress, or punish the child?

PREVENTING TEACHING REACTING/CRISIS MGMT.



STEP 5: USE THE PLAN

What arrangements do you .-.eed to make to follow-through with the plan? What is your
timeline for getting materials and help, and starting the plan?

Materials negtded:

Help from others needed:

Date to
Initiate/

Person Task Complete



STEP 6: RECONSIDER THE PLAN

Name: Date:

At this point you want to carefully consider your success at both following through with the

plan, and how successful it has been in preventing or changing the problem behavior that

Ir..0 are working on.

Have you been able to follow the plan you wrote?

For preventing:

For teach!' ly:

For reacting:

Do you still leel that you "theory" about the purpose of the behavior was correct?

What positive changes have you seen?

What areas of the plan do you need to continue to work on using as planned?

, What areas of the plan need to be changed?
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